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f(p\ q) 

register p‘ q; 

register i, j: 

i=p+q:r 
j=p*q: 

9 (i+j~ i-j); 

return (i) 

extern char a [1: 

9 (r\ s) 

register rt s; 

register k: 

k=r—1; 

a [S] =k: 
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add v1‘—p1\p2 (1) 

mul v2<—p1\p2 (2) 

add p1‘-v1\v2 (3) 

sub p2‘—v1\v2 (4) 

push v2 (5) 

call 9 (6) 

pop v2 (7) 

move r'—v2 (8) 

rtn (9) 

sub v1*—p1‘1 (10) 

store v1->p2\a (11) 

r‘tn (12) 

(PRIOR ART ) 

G. 3 
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push v1 

push v2 

dd vl<—pl. p2 

mul v2‘-p1\ 92 

call 9 

move r<—v2 

pop v2 

pop v1 

rtn 

push v1 

5 

store v1—>p2\a 

pop v1 

rtn 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 
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sub P2 v4 v2 unused 

e/ 5 \5/\5/ 9 

F,\ G. 6 
(PRlORART) 

sub P2 v1 V210 

a 5/ s \s/‘? 1 

F l G. 7 

_ save 4» v4 <r> 1 ¢ 

v'2 
F l G. 9 
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f: 

add v1¢—p1\p2 (1) 

mul v2‘—p1\p2 (2) 

add p1<—v1\v2 (3) 

sub p2<—v1*\v2 (4) 

call 9 (5) 

move r"—v2* (6) 

restore V (7) 

rtn (8) 

9: 

sub v1‘—p1\1 (9) 

store v1*->p2\a (I0) 

restore (11) 

rtn (12) 
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f (pt q) 

register pt q '1 

register i. j ; 

i=r>+q: 

j=p*q; 

if(i<0)return(0) 
Q (i+jt i-j); 

return (j) 

extern char a [1: 

9 (r\ s) 

register rt s; 

register k; 

k=r—i; 

a [S] =k: 

5,325,494 
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f: 

add v1<-p1.p2 H) 

mul v2<-p1‘p2 (2) 

cmp p1.0 (3) 
be |s1.L| (4) 

add p1<—v1‘v2 (5) 

sub p2‘-v1*\v2 (6) 

call 9 (7) 

move r<—v2* (8) 

restore (9) 

rtn HO) 

L1=move r--o (H) 

cle or <vLv2> H2) 

rtn (13) 

9: 

sub v1'—p1\1 (14) 

store v1*—' p2 \ a (15) 

restore H6) 

rtn HT) 
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COMPUTER 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to a computer capable 

of effectively using a register by recognizing a use state 
of the register in interruption processing or the like 
caused by executing a program. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
In a computer, the following processing is generally 

performed during execution of a program. For example, 
when the program is discontinued by procedure calling 
or interruption processing, a register is saved. In con 
trast to this, when control is returned from a procedure, 
or the program which has been interrupted by the inter 
ruption processing is continuously executed, the regis 
ter is returned. 
However, the conventional machine has no means for 

recognizing a register supposed to store values for nor 
mally operating a program during execution of the 
procedure calling or interruption processing. 
As a result, in the conventional machine, when the 

procedure calling or interruption processing is to be 
performed, it’ is not recognized which register is re 
quired after the program is continued. Therefore, in a 
conventional machine, all registers including registers 
which need not be saved are saved, and, as in a return 
ing operation, all the registers including registers which 
need not be returned are returned. This operation is an 
important factor for prolonging an execution time of the 
program. 

In the procedure calling, for example, a case wherein 
a new procedure B is called from a procedure A will be 
described below. In this case, a register may be used 
after control is returned from the procedure B to the 
procedure A, and the value of the register changed by 
the procedure B must often be saved. 
There are two methods for saving a register. The ?rst 

method is a method of saving a register on a caller side, 
i.e., on the procedure A (to be referred to as caller saved 
convention). The second method is a method of saving 
a register on a callee side, i.e., the procedure B (to be 
referred to as callee saved convention). 
According to the first method, in order to perform a 

saving operation in the procedure A, it is not recog 
nized which register can be changed in the procedure B. 
Therefore, all registers which may be used after control 
is returned from the procedure B must be saved regard 
less of whether the registers are changed in the proce 
dure B. In contrast to this, according to the second 
method, it is not recognized which register is used in the 
procedure A after control is returned from the proce 
dure B. Therefore, all registers which are to be changed 
in the procedure B must be saved regardless of whether 
these registers are used in the procedure A after control 
is returned from the procedure B. For this reason, in 
both the ?rst and second methods, an operation for 
saving registers which need not be saved is performed. 

In the interruption processing, a case wherein a cur 
rently executed program is interrupted by interruption 
processing such as a trap or interruption will be de 
scribed below. In this case, a register used during the 
interruption processing must be saved to continue the 
program. However, since it is not recognized which 
register is required after the program is continued, an 
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2 
operation for saving all registers, i.e., an operation for 
saving registers which need not be saved, is performed. 

In returning registers, as in the saving of registers, an 
operation for returning registers which need not be 
returned is performed in each of the procedure calling 
and the interruption processing. 
As described above, when the conventional proce 

dure calling and interruption processing are to be per 
formed, it is not recognized which register is a register 
whose value is required to normally operate an execu 
tion program. As described above, in all the procedure 
or interruption processing, all registers are saved/ 
returned. Therefore, since saving/returning operations 
of the registers are redundant, an execution speed of the 
program is decreased. 
A program generally consists of several procedures. 

In order to minimize saving/returning operations of 
registers, different registers are preferably used on a 
callee side and a caller side with respect to calling of the 
procedures. In this case, a procedure calling relation is 
checked in a compiling or linking operation, and regis 
ters are assigned such that the registers used on the 
caller and callee sides do not overlap each other. How 
ever, the register assignment can be performed only 
when very severe conditions are satis?ed, e.g., when a 
target procedure is called from only one portion or 
when the calling does not depend on the input series of 
a program. For this reason, in many cases, since assign 
ment must be performed without recognizing the use 
state of the registers when a procedure is called, assign 
ment means is not used effectively. 
As described above, in a conventional computer, 

register assignment cannot be performed sufficiently 
using hardware resources. Although there is an empty 
register, a register in use may be assigned without as 
signing the empty register. Therefore, in the conven 
tional machine, registers which need not be saved/ 
returned must be saved/returned. 
The following method is known. Registers which are 

returned in procedure calling and registers which are 
not returned are permanently classified, and the number 
of registers subjected to saving/returning operations in 
the procedure calling is decreased, thereby decreasing 
the load of the saving/returning operations. However, 
according to this method, when registers of one type 
are short, since registers of the other type cannot be 
used as the registers of one type, the registers cannot be 
effectively used. 

In addition, in a computer program, after the value of 
a register is defined, the value is to be referred to. How 
ever, when the program has an error, the value may be 
referred to without de?ning the value. The program 
must be detected before the program is executed or 
during execution of the program. However, in a con 
ventional technique, even when a program is analyzed 
by software before the program is executed, a relation 
between the de?nition and reference of the value is not 
always detected. In addition, since there is no analyzing 
means during execution of the program, reference of an 
unde?ned register cannot be easily checked. 
With the above arrangement, in a conventional com 

puter, it is not realized which register is generally re 
quired after a program is continued. Therefore, all reg 
isters including registers which need not be saved are 
saved. On the other hand, as in returning registers, all 
registers which need not be returned are returned. This 
is an important factor of prolonging an execution time 
of the program. 
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Related arts of the present invention are US. Pat. No. 
5,021,993 and US. Pat. No. 4,945, 510. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of the present invention to provide a 
computer in which unnecessary saving/returning oper 
ations of registers are not performed, the registers can 
be ef?ciently used to realize a high-speed program, 
abnormal reference of registers each having an unde 
?ned value can be detected, and the number of apparent 
registers is increased without increasing the number of 
registers and the number of ?elds of registers. 
According to the ?rst aspect of the present invention, 

a computer for storing/returning a register by predeter 
mined processing in a process of executing a program 
has register use information storing means for storing 
register information, a value of which must be stored to 
execute an execution program, refers to the register 
information of the register use information storing 
means, and determines a register to be saved/returned 
by a reference result. 
According to the ?rst aspect of the present invention, 

only minimum registers to be saved can be determined 
in interruption processing or in calling a procedure by 
referring to the content of register use information stor 
ing means, only the minimum registers are subjected to 
a saving operation, and only the saved registers can be 
subjected to a returning operation. 
According to the second aspect of the present inven 

tion, a computer for storing/returning a register by 
predetermined processing in a process of executing a 
program has register use information storing means for 
storing register information, a value of which must be 
stored to execute an execution program, virtually as 
signing a register in accordance with an instruction in 
the program, and refers to the register use information 
storing means during execution of the program to assign 
the registers. 
According to the second aspect of the present inven 

tion, assignment of registers instructed in the program is 
processed as virtual assignment, assignment of an un 
used register is attempted. The register need not be 
saved when this assignment is succeeded. The register is 
saved and can be used only when the assignment has 
failed. Therefore, an empty register is advantageously 
used, and registers need not be classi?ed in advance, 
thereby effectively using registers. 
According to the third aspect of the present inven 

tion, in a computer, a predetermined unused register for 
each program is detected, information representing that 
the predetermined register is not used in each process 
operated on an operating system on the basis of a detec 
tion result is stored, the information of the process is 
checked prior to execution of the process, and saving 
lreturning operations for a register which is determined 
as an unused register is omitted. 
According to the third aspect of the present inven 

tion, since the information representing that the prede 
termined register is not used stored in each process is 
checked before execution of each process operated on 
an operating system, saving/returning operations for a 
register which is determined as an unused register can 
be omitted, and unnecessary saving/returning opera 
tions of registers can be prevented. 
According to the ?rst to third aspects of the present 

invention, when a register must be saved/returned due 
to calling of a procedure or interruption processing, 
only minimum registers can be saved/returned. When a 
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4 
register which is not used during execution of the pro 
gram is retrieved and assigned, registers can be effec 
tively used. In addition, abnormal reference of registers 
can be detected. Therefore, a computer having a high 
speed operation and high reliability can be provided. 
When a program in which a floating-point operation is 
not operated is executed in a computer having, e.g., a 
register for only a ?oating-point operation, unnecessary 
saving/returning operations of registers can be omitted 
in a computer having plural types of registers having 
different applications in interruption processing per 
formed during execution of a program having unused 
registers, thereby further enhancing the effect of the 
processing. 
According to the fourth aspect of the present inven 

tion, in a computer, every time predetermined process 
ing is performed in a process for executing a program, a 
register pointer is incremented, the pointer used when 
the program is executed is stored in a register, and the 
content of the register is cleared and the register pointer 
is decremented at an end of the predetermined process 
ing. 
According to the fourth embodiment of the present 

invention, since the value of the register for storing a 
pointer is increased and decreased on the basis of the 
start/end of the predetermined processing, an apparent 
register amount is increased without an increase in reg 
ister ?eld, data stored before the start of the predeter 
mined processing is not broken, and desired data can be 
accessed in later processing. 

Additional objects and advantages of the present 
invention will be set forth in the description which 
follows, and in part will be obvious from the descrip 
tion, or may be learned by practice of the present inven 
tion. The objects and advantages of the present inven 
tion may be realized and obtained by means of the in 
strumentalities and combinations particularly pointed 
out in the appended claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The accompanying drawings, which are incorpo 
rated in and constitute a part of the speci?cation, illus 
trate presently preferred embodiments of the present 
invention and, together with the general description 
given above and the detailed description of the pre 
ferred embodiments given below, serve to explain the 
principles of the present invention in which: 
FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an arrangement of 

the ?rst embodiment of the present invention; 
FIG. 2 is a view showing a program used in the em 

bodiment shown in FIG. 1; 
a FIG. 3 is a view showing an instruction string ac 
cording to conventional caller saved convention when 
the program shown in FIG. 2 is executed; 
FIG. 4 is a view showing an instruction string ac 

cording to conventional callee saved convention when 
the program shown in FIG. 2 is executed; 
FIG. 5 is an instruction string when the program 

shown in FIG. 2 is executed; 
FIG. 6 is a view showing a format of a conventional 

instruction; 
FIG. 7 is a view showing a format of an instruction; 
FIG. 8 is a detailed part of the embodiment shown in 

FIG. 1; 
FIG. 9 is a view showing a format of a register saving 

instruction of the ?rst embodiment of the present inven 
tion; 
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FIG. 10 is a view showing an actual application of the 
register saving instruction; 
FIG. 11 is a view showing an arrangement of the 

second embodiment of the present invention; 
FIG. 12 is a flow chart for explaining an operation of 5 

a register mapping unit of the embodiment shown in 
FIG. 11; 
FIG. 13 is a view showing an instruction string when 

the embodiment shown in FIG. 11 is executed; 
FIG. 14 is a view showing a program used in a modi 

?cation of the second embodiment; 
FIG. 15 is an instruction string when the progr 

shown in FIG. 14 is executed; ' 
FIG. 16 is a view showing an arrangement of the 

third embodiment of the present invention; 
FIG. 17 is a view showing an arrangement of the 

fourth embodiment of the present invention; 
FIG. 18 is a flow chart for explaining the embodiment 

shown in FIG. 17; and 
FIGS. 19A to 19C are views for explaining the ?fth 

embodiment of the present invention, in which FIG. 
19A is a view showing a case wherein the same register 
is overlappingly referred to in an execution program, 
FIG. 19B is a view showing the shift of a pointer, and 
FIG. 19C is a view showing a case wherein the same 
register is referred to in a subroutine. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

Embodiments of the present invention will be de 
scribed below with reference to the accompanying 
drawings. 
FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a schematic ar 

rangement of the first embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 
A computer according to the present invention con 

sists of an instruction setting unit 1, an instruction de 
coding unit 2, a register use information detecting unit 
3, an instruction executing unit 4, a register use informa 
tion updating unit 5, a register use information storing 
unit 6, and a register use information referring unit 7. 

In the above arrangement, an operation of the com 
puter according to the present invention will be de 
scribed below. 
A machine instruction input to the instruction setting 

unit 1 is supplied to the instruction decoding unit 2 and 
the register use information detecting unit 3. 
The instruction decoding unit 2 decodes an instruc 

tion string of the machine instruction input to the in 
struction setting unit 1. The register use information 
detecting unit 3 executes the machine instruction input 
to the instruction setting unit 1 to extract pieces of infor 
mation from a register, use of which is started (to be 
referred to as a use start register hereinafter) and a regis 
ter, use of which is ended (to be referred to as a use end 
register hereinafter). 
The instruction decoded by the instruction decoding 

unit 2 is supplied to the instruction executing unit 4. The 
instruction executing unit 4 executes the instruction 
decoded by the instruction decoding unit 2. 

Outputs from the register use information detecting 
unit 3 and the instruction executing unit 4 are supplied 
to the register use information updating unit 5. The 
register use information updating unit 5 updates a value 
stored in the register use information storing unit 6 on 
the basis of the outputs from the register use informa 
tion detecting unit 3 and the instruction executing unit 
4. The register use information storing unit 6 stores 
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6 
register use information of a register having a value 
used by a currently executed program at this time. 
An output from the register use information storing 

unit 6 is supplied to the register use information refer 
ring unit 7. The register use information referring unit 7 
refers to the value of the register use information storing 
unit 6. Information from the register use information 
referring unit 7 is output to the instruction executing 
unit 4. 
FIG. 2 is a program for explaining saving and return 

ing operations of registers when a procedure is called. 
FIG. 2 shows a case wherein a procedure g is called 
from a procedure f. 
According to the program shown in FIG. 2, an in 

struction string for performing a register saving opera 
tion according to caller saved convention will be de 
scribed below using FIG. 3. In this case, registers p1, 
p2,. . . are used as arguments sent to a procedure, a 
register r is used as a value returned from the procedure, 
and registers v1, v2,. . . are used as variables used in the 
procedure. The instruction string shown in FIG. 3 has 
the following instructions: 
An instruction (1) is an instruction in which addition 

between the values of the register pl assigned with a 
variable p and the register p2 assigned with a variable q 
is performed to store the resultant value in the register 
v1 assigned with a variable i. 
An instruction (2) is an instruction in which multipli 

cation between the values of the registers pl and p2 is 
performed to store the resultant value in the register v2 
assigned with a variable j. ' 
An instruction (3) is an instruction in which addition 

between the values of the registers v1 and v2 is per 
formed to store the resultant value in the register pl 
supposed to be assigned with the first argument. 
An instruction (4) is an instruction in which subtrac 

tion between the values of the registers V1 and V2 is 
performed to store the resultant value in the register p2 
supposed to be assigned with the second argument. 
An instruction (5) is an instruction for saving the 

register v2 assigned with the variable j required after 
control is returned from the procedure g. 
An instruction (6) is an instruction for calling the 

procedure g. 
An instruction (7) is an instruction for returning a 

saved value to the register v2. 
An instruction (8) is an instruction for storing a return 

value in the register r supposed to be stored with the 
return value. 
An instruction (9) is an instruction for returning con 

trol from the procedure f to the procedure in which the 
procedure f is called. 
An instruction (10) is an instruction in which 1 is 

subtracted from the register pl assigned with a ?rst 
argument r to store the resultant value in the register v1 
assigned with a variable k. 
An instruction (11) is an instruction for storing the 

value of the register v1 in the register p2 assigned with 
a second argument s at an address of an array element 
a[s]determined by adding the start address of an array a. 
An instruction (12) is an instruction for returning 

control from the procedure g to the procedure in which 
the procedure g is called. 

In the above instruction string, when the procedure g 
is called from the procedure f, or after control is re 
turned from the procedure g, the register v2 assigned 
with the variable j whose value is required is saved in 
the procedure f before the procedure g is called. The 
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register v2 is returned when the control is returned 
from the procedure g. However, in FIG. 3, since the 
register v2 is not used in the procedure g, the register v2 
need not be saved and returned in the procedure f. 
According to the program shown in FIG. 2, an in 

struction string for performing register saving accord 
ing to callee saved convention will be described below 
using FIG. 4. In this case, registers p1, p2,. . . are used 
as arguments sent to a procedure, a register r is used as 
a value returned from the procedure, and registers v1, 
v2,. . . are used as variables used in the procedure. The 
instruction string shown in FIG. 4 shows the following 
instructions: 
An instruction (1) is an instruction for saving the 

register v1 whose value is changed by the procedure f. 
An instruction (2) is an instruction for saving the 

register v2 whose value is changed by the procedure f. 
An instruction (3) is an instruction in which addition 

between the values of the register pl assigned with a 
variable p and the register p2 assigned with a variable q 
is performed to store the resultant value in the register 
vl assigned with a variable i. 
An instruction (4) is an instruction in which multipli 

cation between the values of the registers pl and p2 is 
performed to store the resultant value in the register v2 
assigned with a variable 3'. 
An instruction (5) is an instruction in which addition 

between the values of the registers v1 and v2 is per 
formed to store the resultant value in the register pl 
supposed to be stored with the ?rst argument. 
An instruction (6) is an instruction in which subtrac 

tion between the values of the registers v1 and v2 is 
performed to store the resultant value in the register p2 
supposed to be assigned with the second argument. 
An instruction (7) is an instruction for calling the 

procedure g. 
An instruction (8) is an instruction for storing a return 

value in the register r supposed to be stored with the 
return value. 
An instruction (9) is an instruction for returning the 

register v2 saved by the instruction (2). 
An instruction (10) is an instruction for returning the 

register v1 saved by the instruction (1). 
An instruction (11) is an instruction for returning 

control from the procedure f to the procedure in which 
the procedure f is called. 
An instruction (12) is an instruction for saving the 

register v1 whose value is changed by the procedure g. 
An instruction (13) is an instruction in which 1 is 

subtracted from the register pl assigned with a ?rst 
argument r to store the resultant value in the register v1 
assigned with a variable k. 
An instruction (14) is an instruction for storing the 

value of the register v1 in the register p2 assigned with 
a second argument s at an address of an array element 
a[s]determincd by adding the start address of an array a. 
An instruction (15) is an instruction for returning the 

register v1 saved by the instruction (12). 
An instruction (16) is an instruction for returning 

control from the procedure g to the procedure in which 
the procedure g is called. 

In the above instruction string, at the starts of the 
procedures f and g, the registers which are used in the 
procedures f and g are saved to be used, respectively. 
At the ends of the procedures f and g, these registers are 
returned, and control is returned to the procedure in 
which the procedures f and g are called. Therefore, 
although the register v1 used in the procedure g is 
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saved, this register is not used after control is returned 
to the procedure f, and the register need not be saved 
and returned in the procedure g. 
As described above, in a conventional computer, 

when a procedure is called by the caller saved conven 
tion method or the callee saved convention method, in 
any of the method, the minimum number of registers to 
be saved is required, Le, a value must be stored after 
control is returned from the procedure. In addition, 
since a register changed by a callee procedure cannot be 
generally known during compilation, unnecessary sav 
ing/ returning operations of registers must be per 
formed. ' 

FIG. 5 shows an instruction string for saving registers 
according to the program shown in FIG. 2 as the ?rst 
embodiment of the present invention. 

In this case, registers p1, p2,. . . are used as arguments 
sent to a procedure, a register r is used as a value re 
turned from the procedure, and registers v1, v2,. . . are 
used as variables used in the procedure. The instruction 
string in FIG. 5 has the following instructions: 
An instruction (1) is an instruction in which the val 

ues of the registers v1 and v2 are changed by a proce 
dure f. The registers v1 and v2 are saved when use of 
the registers v1 and v2 during execution of this instruc 
tion is described in the register use information storing 
unit 6. 
An instruction (2) is an instruction for performing 

addition between the value of the register pl assigned 
with a variable p and the value of the register p2 as 
signed with a variable q to store the resultant value in 
the register v1 assigned with a variable i. 
An instruction (3) is an instruction for performing 

subtraction between the values of the registers v1 and 
v2 to store the resultant value in the register v2 assigned 
with a variable j. 
An instruction (4) is an instruction for performing 

addition between the values of the registers v1 and v2 to 
store the resultant value in the register pl supposed to be 
assigned with the ?rst argument. 
An instruction (5) is an instruction for performing 

subtraction between the values of the registers v1 and 
v2 to store the resultant value in the register p2 sup 

posed to be assigned with the second argument. 
An instruction (6) is an instruction for calling a proce 

dure g. 
An instruction (7) is an instruction for storing a return 

value in the register r supposed to be stored with the 
return value. 
An instruction (8) is an instruction for returning a 

register if the register is saved by the instruction (1). 
An instruction (9) is an instruction for returning con 

trol from the procedure g to the procedure in which the 
procedure g is called. 
An instruction (10) is an instruction in which the 

value of the register v1 is changed by the procedure g, 
and the register v1 is saved when use of the register v1 
during execution of this instruction is described in the 
register use information storing unit. 
An instruction (11) is an instruction for subtracting 1 

from the register p1 assigned with a ?rst argument r to 
store the resultant value in the register v1 assigned with 
a variable k. 
An instruction (12) is an instruction for storing the 

value of the register v1 in an address of an array element 
a[s]determined by adding the start address of an array a 
to the register p2 assigned with a second argument s. 
















